## Agenda

### Action Items

1. Approval of October 24, 2012 Minutes Dr. Ed Massey
2. Common Prerequisites Abbey Cunningham/Lynda Page
3. Limited Access Lynda Page
4. Articulation Agreements Abbey Cunningham
5. Credit-by-Exam Amanda Register
6. AS‐BS Agreements Abbey Cunningham/Matthew Bouck

### Discussion Items

7. 2013 Articulation‐Related Legislation
   - SB 1720 General Education Dr. Diane Chase
   - SB 1720 ACC and HECC Matthew Bouck
   - SB 1514 Dual Enrollment
   - HB 7029 Online courses
   - SB 1076 Student Progression Helen Lancashire
   - SB 1076 Career and Adult Education Kathleen Taylor
   - SB 1720 Developmental Education Julie Alexander
   - Meta-majors
   - State University Update Dr. Jon Rogers